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ABSTRACT
Traditionally, visualization design assumes that the e↵ectiveness of visualizations is based on how much, and how
clearly, data are presented. We argue that visualization requires a more nuanced perspective. Data are not ends in
themselves, but means to an end (such as generating knowledge or assisting in decision-making). Focusing on the presentation of data per se can result in situations where these
higher goals are ignored. This is especially the case for situations where cognitive or perceptual biases make the presentation of “just” the data as misleading as willful distortion.
We argue that we need to de-sanctify data, and occasionally promote designs which distort or obscure data in service of understanding. We discuss examples of beneficial
embellishment, distortion, and obfuscation in visualization,
and argue that these examples are representative of a wider
class of techniques for going beyond simplistic presentations
of data.
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In this work we present a number of examples of these sorts
of beneficial distortions, and how we might modify or extend
Tufte-inspired design principles to account for the complexity and richness in how humans use and comprehend data
in information visualizations. We focus especially on conflicts between “data-first” designs (designs based on maximizing the data per pixel, and minimizing extraneous visual
information) and “knowledge-first” designs (designs based
on improving human use of the visually presented data, for
knowledge or decision-making). These design conflicts arise
for a number of reasons: cognitive and perceptual biases
which may promote incorrect judgments from overly simplistic presentations of data, di↵erent epistemological perspectives requiring di↵erent uses of data, and the needs of
persuasion. We conclude by o↵ering up some rules of thumb
which can serve as simple guides for designers that allow for
consideration of these conflicts.

2.

THE CASE FOR ADORNMENT

Tufte provides three definitions of the data-ink ratio, which
he argues are equivalent [31]:

INTRODUCTION

Information visualization is sometimes tacitly evaluated in
terms of “data throughput” — i.e. we have created a successful visualization if we present the most data as quickly
and as efficiently as possible. Many design mantras and
guidelines originate from this interpretation, especially formative principles from Tufte such as calls for “clarity,” high
“data-ink ratios” and low “lie factors” — all heuristics for
visualization design couched in terms of how well a particular visualization presents the data. While these heuristics
sometimes have utility, they are insufficiently nuanced to assist designers of visualizations. Dogmatic adherence to the
letter rather than the spirit of these laws can result in designs which might satisfy from the perspective of data-ink
or lie factor but fail to support human beings in their actual
uses of data.
Visualization, while data-driven, ought to be human-centric.
Human beings are the ultimate targets of our designs; it is
not enough to simply show them the data, we must also
make sure that human beings comprehend and responsibly
use the data. There are many cases where designs that are
“good for the data” may not be “good for people” — perceptual and cognitive biases, human methods of analysis and
reasoning, and human priorities all contribute to situations
where we might wish to distort, obfuscate, or scramble the
data in our visualization in order to make things clearer or
easier for humans.

1. The data-ink ratio is an explicit numerical value that
data ink
is the total ink used
,
to print the graphic
2. The proportion of a graphic’s ink devoted to the nonredundant display of data-information,
3. 1.0 proportion of a graphic that can be erased without
loss of data-information.
All of these definitions share the idea that visualizations
should maximize “data-throughput,” and that this is to some
extent a quantifiable a-priori and domain-agnostic property
of a chart.
Maximizing the data-ink ratio in the Tufte sense means
avoiding elements of a design that are extraneous for showing the data per se. There has been a great deal of recent argumentation both for and against adornment and
embellishment in visualizations. This debate has mostly
centered around the concept of “chartjunk,” visual elements
of charts which are seen as extraneous. Some authors have
argued that these visual elements can improve engagement,
comprehension, and memorability [4, 7, 17], while others
have been more skeptical of these arguments[12]). Most recently, Haroz et al.[14] have performed extensive quantitative research showing that the careful use of domain-relevant
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glyphs can result in better performance compared to more
standard glyph-less graphs.
Implicit in arguments against chartjunk is the assumption
that there exists a “neutral” presentation of “just the data,”
and that designers then place extraneous graphical elements
on top of this presentation. This concept is to some extent
self-defeating: even this idealized version of the chart (the
bare-bones or minimalist or “Tufte-ist” version) is not neutral. The mere decision to present any type of chart at all,
even an irrelevant one, can create measurable impacts in
how data are perceived [30]. Data domains are also not created equal. For instance, if I present two identical styles of
chart, one of sales figures and another of casualty figures, by
treating these two data types identically I am giving them
equal weight to the viewer even though from a moral or ethical standpoint the latter ought to have vastly more weight
than the former. Dragga and Ross call this equal weighting
in the service of minimalism “cruel,” and call for embellishment to lend additional emotional weight to datasets that
are otherwise structurally identical to more “neutral” sources
[11] (see Fig. 1). This is an example of where ink that is
“wasted” in the data-presentation sense still has utility in
grounding and contextualizing the data for the viewer.
Figure 1: An example of “cruel pies” from Sygnatur [29],
as used in Dragga & Voss [11]. While in the abstract both
pie charts are encoding identical data types, one pie shows
employment records while the other shows fatalities. By excluding the human element and moral connection to the data
at the expense of abstract similarities in encoding, Dragga
& Voss argue that this information visualization is “cruel.”
Adornment and embellishment beyond the minimalist pie
chart could better emphasize the qualitative di↵erence in
information types.

(a) MS Sans Serif

(b) MS Serif

Figure 2: Serifs are an example of “wasted” ink by a literal
interpretation of Tufte’s data-ink ratio; serifs are, by definition, adornments that are not strictly necessary to form a
letter. However, serifs impact other factors such as reading
speed and legibility that might justify this “wastage.” The
choice of typeface might even impact higher level properties
such as the believability of the contents [22]. There are many
considerations when it comes to choosing typefaces, but the
complexity of how typefaces are read and interpreted means
that data ink is not an informative measure.

Common objections to the data-ink ratio are concerned with
exceptions to the general rule that a higher data-ink ratio
is a better design than a lower one (e.g. when designing
for memorability one might chose an otherwise non-optimal
design in the data-ink sense). We go a step farther and
claim that the data-ink ratio is not informative for the effectiveness of designs in general. If interpreted literally the
data-ink maxim is simply false. For instance, serifs in typefaces are by construction visual elements that can be erased
without loss of information, but that does not mean that in
all visualizations sans serif fonts are strictly superior — in
some cases serifs are more legible than sans serif fonts, and
the landmarks provided by serifs may increase reading speed
[5, 3] (see Fig. 2). If interpreted figuratively, the maxim to
some extent becomes tautological: “a visualization is more
useful if all the parts that aren’t useful are removed.”
There are several counter examples that fall between these
two extreme interpretations. An example is in how designers might choose the size of glyphs — strictly speaking once
glyphs are large enough to be legible, additional size reduces
the data-ink ratio of the resulting visualization, and yet related aspects (such as the ability to distinguish color [28])
increase exponentially with the size of glyphs. A glyph might
be perfectly legible (and thus it would be a decrease in the
data ink ratio to increase its size) but still insufficiently large
for the types of comparisons or judgements required for the
relevant analysis tasks. Likewise, adding connections between points in dot plots are, strictly speaking, superfluous
marks, but encourage particular interpretations of the data
(c.f. bar charts, which even when presenting identical data
to line graphs still encourage comparison between individual data points more frequently than comparison of overall
trends) [34]. In both cases the data-ink ratio does not lead
us to an informed decision about design — the quantity
and size of marks is less important than our existing design
knowledge of what sort of information we wish the viewer
to see, and how accurately we wish them to see it.

A possible replacement that preserves much of the semantics
of the original formulations is a modification of Occam’s
razor: “do not needlessly multiply design complexity.” This
formulation incentivizes simplicity, but allows for a more
complete picture of what simplicity entails; simplicity for
the viewer perceptually or cognitively may have little to do
with the number of marks or data points in a visualization,
and even if it did, it would be an overreach to quantify this
value numerically for the purposes of comparison.

3.

THE CASE FOR DISTORTION

Tufte [31] defines the lie factor as:

size of e↵ect shown in graphic
size of e↵ect in data

If the lie factor 6= 1.0 then we are distorting the data by
over- or under-weighting values. The visualization community, in many cases drawing from the existing work in the
field of critical cartography [21, 33] and statistics [16], has
extended this concept to other ways that visualizations can
“lie” [25]. The Vis Lies annual event highlights examples of
visualization that mislead in ways that are more subtle than
exaggerating a data point. Common (but relatively minor)
distortions such as altering the base line and changing aspect
ratios have measurable e↵ects on how data are interpreted
[24].
While we agree that a designer ought to present information honestly, we believe that this honesty is not to the data
per se, but to the knowledge contained in the data. That
is, we can design visualizations in which the lie factor is 1.0
based on how the data are presented, but systematic biases
in cognition or perception would lead to falsehood and exaggeration in how the data are understood. To overcome
cognitive biases we need to be willing to distort the fundamental placement and encoding of data: dishonesty from
the perspective of data, but honest from the perspective of
knowledge.

(a) A non-distorted geospatial route.

An example of a beneficial distortion is Agrawala and Stolte
“Route Maps” [1] for depicting suggested routes for travelers to follow. Rather than naı̈vely presenting the map with
the route superimposed over it, Route Maps systematically
distort the data to give greater weight to areas of the route
that are more important or require more attention from the
viewer. For instance, the first and last few steps of a route
from one city to another might involve a large number of
turns in relatively small geographic areas (maneuvering in
city blocks), whereas the middle of the route might be a
small number of turns in a large geographic area (the large
stretch of highway between the two cities). Route Maps
magnify and exaggerate these critical steps and the beginning and end, and simplify and compress the large stretch
of highway driving (see Fig. 3).
We can also distort data in the service of de-biasing, or to
make certain aggregate properties of data easier to determine. In Correll et al. [10], we distort the apparent length
of words in tagged text visualizations to counteract a perceptual bias in which numerosity is conflated with area. Likewise, by shu✏ing values within a time series (and thereby
distorting the connection between position and temporal location), we can make certain aggregate statistics such as
average value and variance easier to determine than if we

(b) Route Map from Agrawala and Stolte [1].

Figure 3: A beneficial distortion for the task of navigating
using a map. In the non-distorted version the long (but from
a direction-finding sense uninteresting) highway portion of
the route dominates the display, whereas tight turns that
take up very little geographic space are hard to make out.
Distorting the map makes these turns easier to see.

had left the data alone [2].
Given the power of distortion on how data are perceived,
it is not a step to be taken lightly. That being said, there
is a distinction between being “truthful” and “useful.” We
can distort without necessarily misrepresenting the dataset
to viewers.

4.

THE CASE FOR OBFUSCATION

A common maxim is to strive for clarity in our visualizations. Kostelnick has attempted to place competing conceptions of clarity within the perspective of di↵erent rhetorical
approaches to data [9]. These perspectives highlight that
what counts as a “clear” visualization is highly contingent on
not just the designer, but the audience, and even the critical
framework within which we evaluate the purpose and extent
of visualizations.
Even the choice of which visual variable to use to encode a
data variable can create conflicts between utility and clarity.
For instance, di↵erent visual variables have di↵erent levels
of accuracy for comparison tasks [23], but di↵erent variables
also have a di↵erent semiotic connection with quantities of
interest [19]. Blur and saturation are, in the mental model
of many viewers, tightly coupled with uncertainty. This is
despite the fact that viewers are remarkably poor at comparing blur and saturation in actual displays, perhaps to only a
few qualitative levels of di↵erence [8]. Designers are therefore faced with two seemingly opposed definitions of clarity:
task clarity (ease of interpretation for specific comparison
task) or semiotic clarity (ease of interpretation in terms of
alignment with the mental model of the viewer). We can
make an informed decision to support either type of clarity. An example is in the work of Borkin et al. [6] where
the rainbow colormap was self-reported as being “clearer” for
their users to interpret (since it was the ramp they were used
to using in their existing tools). It was only after concrete
measurement of the costs of such a colormap in terms of errors in analysis that users were willing to switch to superior
non-spectral versions.
The project of de-biasing further complicates what can already be an under-defined and over-applied term. For instance the “availability bias” is the tendency to overweight
and overvalue recent or extreme data points at the expense
of general trends. One remedy for this bias in visualizations
is to make new data points in (for instance) streaming data
visualization less visually salient; by intentionally making
data less clear visually we make it cognitively clearer. Likewise, in the attempt by Micallef et al. [20], to address the
“base rate fallacy” (in which humans do a remarkably poor
job at assessing conditional probabilities as generated from
processes such as Bayes’ rule) the most successful de-biasing
occurred in situations where the exact numbers involved in
the conditional probabilities were intentionally hidden from
the viewers — by forcing the viewer perform an additional
consultation step using the visualization in order to retrieve
values of interest, the viewers could no longer rely on their
(in this case, flawed) intuitions to make judgments. The
process of calculation was made more difficult, but the performance was improved.
Conceptual “clarity” can often result in (sometimes benefi-

(a) 1665 from Hooke [15]

(b) 1978 from Grumbling et
al. [13]

Figure 4: Di↵ering views on a “clear” diagram of a fly’s head
over time. Both versions are simplifications and abstractions
of a photographic view of the head, but di↵erent audiences
have di↵ering conceptions of clarity and di↵erent needs.

cial) distortions to visualizations. Jack [18] argues that, in
Robert Hooke’s Micrographia [15], the first visual presentation of images from microscopy, Hooke makes informed
decisions in what complexity to show or hide in the service of both making the images legible to an audience unfamiliar with such images, and to advocate for the utility
of microscopy in general . Hooke’s hand-drawn figures differ significantly from photographic views of microscopy, and
also from the simplified diagrams used in today’s science
literature (see Fig. 4).
Much (but not all) of the thinking in the visualization literature about di↵erent conceptions of clarity and utility are
reflected in the work on task analysis and problem spaces.
For instance, the Ecological Interface Design framework and
its extensions [32] provide guidance for structuring design
based on the goals and information requirements of users.
At a lower level, there has been formative work on selecting between visualization designs based on specific tasks and
vice versa [27, 35]. These design considerations are important, and noticeably absent from many data-first axioms,
but there are other considerations that also warrant consideration. The emphepistemological and rhetorical environments in which data are collected and used may suggest
di↵erent designs even for similar tasks and goals.
In general we should remember that “data” are inherently
rhetorical — they are collected and curated for the purpose
of argument [26]. How we present the data ought to be in
service to our goals, which may or may not have much to
do with the clarity of this presentation. This “clarity” itself
may have a multitude of meanings: for instance, journalists,
technical writers, and academics all strive to clearly communicate in writing, and yet it is stylistically very easy to
distinguish a news article from a technical manual from a
journal article. What it means for a visualization to clearly
make its case to the viewer may have little to do with the
literal visual clarity of data points.

5.

CONCLUSION

We should be skeptical of formulations such as the lie factor and the data-ink ratio prima facie — they all purport
to involve specific calculations and comparisons that occur
before an intended viewer even sees the design. By overemphasizing data, and the conversion from data to screen, we
lose sight of the great deal of activity that happens in the
journey from screen to brain. If we wish to seriously tackle
to problem of cognitive biases in the perception and use of
visualizations, we need to be willing to sacrifice fidelity and
data throughput to promote greater fidelity and bandwidth
of knowledge.
In place of these data-first maxims we promote a set of perhaps less prescriptive but more general guidelines:
• Avoid Unnecessary Complexity: Complexity is
not just visual complexity, but complexity in concept,
readability, and interpretation. Even the ease with
which conclusions from a chart are put into practice is
a form of complexity. Something that is visually very
simple can be quite complex in the viewer’s mind, especially if there is a clash in mental models between
viewer and designer.
• Don’t Be Afraid of “Little White Lies”: avoid
harmful distortions and misrepresentations in your visualizations, but be aware of the distinction between
misrepresenting the data and misrepresenting the facts.
There is not a one to one relationship between pixels
on the screen and knowledge in the head, so be willing
to distort the former for benefits to the latter.
• Find Out What “Clarity” Means On A Case By
Case Basis: There is no universal standard of what it
means to clearly present data to an audience. Comparing designs in terms of clarity requires a consideration
of the needs and rhetoric of viewers.
Note that these guidelines require discretion and judgment
in their application: they are not dogmatic, and intentionally so. The process of concretizing these guidelines for a
specific design — for instance determining what complexity
is necessary to present the information, determining mismatches between data and mental model, and investigating
the rhetoric of one’s audience — is an important part of
the design process. Careful application of these guidelines,
if nothing else, encourages thinking that should already be
part of how visualizations are designed. Overly simplistic,
data-first guidelines, while possessing some of the characteristics associated with objectivity (quantification, invariance
to context), encourage designers to do evaluations without
proper consideration of the tasks and background of the intended audience.
There are two, somewhat contradictory counter-arguments
for preserving Tufte’s laws in their current form. The first is
that these are guidelines, not rules — the assumption is that
even Tufte would not literally interpret the guidelines he set
out. However, if these design maxims can generate bad designs if interpreted literally, then why not replace them with
guidelines that do not have this defect? The second objection is that Tufte’s laws represent a starting rather than

ending point for designers; that is, that they will either get
you most of the way towards good designs, or that if you
lack enough sophistication in the visualization field to consider nuanced design principles, they will at least improve
your current thinking. The comparison here is to Newtonian physics — technically incorrect, but useful in many
if not most real physics problems. Indeed, in many cases
Tufte’s laws and the principles we lay out in this paper are
largely in accord. Nevertheless, we believe that visualization
as a field is mature enough, and situations where dogmatically following Tufte’s laws are common enough, that “good
enough” is not good enough — part of our work as visualization designers (especially in academic contexts where there
is a focus on both pedagogy and novel designs) should be to
introduce nuance and mindfulness to our work.
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